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Abstrat
The famous Lovász Loal Lemma [EL75℄ is a powerful tool to non-onstrutively prove the existene of
ombinatorial objets meeting a presribed olletion of riteria. Kratohvíl et al. applied this tehnique
to prove that a k-CNF in whih eah variable appears at most 2k/(ek) times is always satisable [KST93℄.
In a breakthrough paper, Bek found that if we lower the ourrenes to O(2k/48/k), then a deterministi
polynomial-time algorithm an nd a satisfying assignment to suh an instane [Be91℄. Alon randomized
the algorithm and required O(2k/8/k) ourrenes [Alo91℄. In [Mos06℄, we exhibited a renement of his
method whih opes with O(2k/6/k) of them. The hitherto best known randomized algorithm is due to
Srinivasan and is apable of solving O(2k/4/k) ourrene instanes [Sri08℄. Answering two questions
asked by Srinivasan, we shall now present an approah that tolerates O(2k/2/k) ourrenes per variable
and whih an most easily be derandomized. The new algorithm bases on an alternative type of witness
tree struture and drops a number of limiting aspets ommon to all previous methods.
Key Words and Phrases. Lovász Loal Lemma, derandomization, bounded ourrene SAT instanes,
hypergraph olouring.
1 Introdution
We assume an innite supply of propositional variables. A literal L is a variable x or a omplemented
variable x¯. A nite set D of literals over pairwise distint variables is alled a lause. We say that a
variable x ours in D if x ∈ D or x¯ ∈ D. A nite set ϕ of lauses is alled a formula or a CNF
(Conjuntive Normal Form). We say that ϕ is a k-CNF, if every lause has size exatly k. We say that the
variable x ours j times in a formula if there are exatly j lauses in whih x ours. We write var(ϕ) to
denote the set of all variables ourring in ϕ.
A truth assignment is a funtion α : var(ϕ) → {0, 1} whih assigns a boolean value to eah variable. A
literal L = x (or L = x¯) is satised by α if α(x) = 1 (or α(x) = 0). A lause is satised by α if it ontains
a satised literal and a formula is satised if all of its lauses are. A formula is satisable if there exists a
satisfying truth assignment to its variables.
In [KST93℄, Kratohvíl et al. have applied the Lovász Loal Lemma (from [EL75℄) to prove that every
k-CNF in whih every variable ours no more than 2k/(ek) times has a satisfying assignment. The Loal
∗
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Lemma urrently appears to be the only workable tool for the obtention of suh a bound. Unfortunately, all
known proofs based on the Loal Lemma are non-onstrutive and do not diretly allow for the onstrution
of an eient algorithm to atually nd a satisfying assignment.
Suh an algorithm was rst provided by Bek in [Be91℄ and then randomized by Alon [Alo91℄. Their
algorithm bases on the priniple of seleting a preliminary assignment and then disriminating lauses
aording to whether few or many of their literals are satised by it. The bad lauses ontaining few
satised literals are then reassessed and their variables are reassigned new values. Suh a proedure is
eient if the dependenies are low enough so as to guarantee that lustered omponents of bad lauses
are very small and an be solved in a brute fore fashion. The original approah by Bek required that no
variable appear a number higher than O(2k/48/k) of times. In Alon's simpliation, the requirement was
still O(2k/8/k).
Several authors have improved and extended those approahes, with goals somewhat omplementary
to what we are onerned with. In [MR98℄ e.g., Molloy and Reed extrapolate guidelines whih allow for the
onstrution of an algorithmi version to numerous appliations of the Loal Lemma other than bounded
ourrene SAT or hypergraph 2-olouring (being almost idential problems). Czumaj and Sheideler give
alternative approahes that allow for non-uniform lause- or edge-sizes [CS00℄. We do not investigate these
variations more losely as our urrent goal is to further improve on the ourrene bound.
The hitherto most powerful approah has been reently published by Srinivasan [Sri08℄. It allows
to nd a satisfying assignment to a k-CNF in whih every variable ounts no more than O(2k/4/k) o-
urrenes. Srinivasan ahieves the improvement by ritially augmenting and rening the 2, 3-tree based
witness strutures used by Alon. The resulting algorithm is inherently randomized.
Our ontribution bases on denitively getting rid of 2, 3-trees and replaing them by a substantially
denser witness tree struture. Moreover, we will nally drop the distintion of bad, dangerous and safe
lauses and base the deision of whih omponents to reassign on the witness strutures themselves. As a
ruial new aspet of our method, those strutures are being made part of the algorithm itself, rather than
just appearing in the probabilisti analysis.
2 A randomized approah
Theorem 2.1. There exists a randomized algorithm that nds a satisfying assignment to any k-CNF ϕ in
whih no variable ours more than 2k/2/(36k) times in expeted time polynomial in |ϕ|.
Let n be the number of variables and m the number of lauses of ϕ. Let any arbitrary ordering be
imposed on the lauses of ϕ (we will refer to it as the lexiographi ordering). Construt the multigraph
G[ϕ] in whih every lause of ϕ is a vertex and any pair of idential or omplementary literals in two distint
lauses indues an edge.
We now desribe a randomized algorithm that will nd a satisfying assignment to ϕ. Just as in all
the previous approahes based on the priniple due to Bek and Alon, the algorithm will selet a (random)
preliminary assignment and then solve loally bounded residual omponents around dissatised lauses. In
ontrast to the said approahes, our algorithm will selet these omponents muh more restritively and it
will atively onstrut a olletion of witness trees that allow for a preise probabilisti analysis.
In the desription of Algorithm 1, a (primary) witness tree T is simply a subtree of G[ϕ] with a
designated root vertex.
For the performane analysis to follow, let a olletion T of witness trees be given (just as onstruted
in the algorithm). Denote V (T) := ∪T∈TV (T ) and var(T) := ∪D∈V (T)var(D). Let the natural ordering pi
of V (T) be dened as follows: the verties V (T ) of eah tree T ∈ T appear onseutively in pi and they are
ordered in a level-by-level fashion just as in a BFS starting at the root vertex, where siblings are ordered
2
Algorithm 1 Loal Component Solver
Input: the formula ϕ
Output: a satisfying assignment α to ϕ
STEP I: PRELIMINARY ASSIGNMENT
1 Selet a preliminary assigment α ∈ {0, 1}var(ϕ) uniformly at random.
STEP II: CONSTRUCTION OF WITNESS TREES
Initialize an empty queue Q of lauses and an empty olletion of primary witnesses and then:
2 selet the lexiographially rst dissatised lause in ϕ as the root of a new primary witness tree
T . Enumerate all the neighbours of the lause in the anonial lexiographi ordering and enqueue
eah of them in Q unless it is already a member of some tree
3 dequeue the next lause D from Q. If
i. D ontains at least k/2 variables that do not yet our in any tree and
ii. all literals in D over variables not yet ouring in any tree are dissatised by α,
then add D to the tree (attahing it in the natural way to the parent by whih is was enqueued).
Enumerate all the neighbours of the lause in the anonial lexiographi ordering and enqueue
eah of them in Q that is not yet member of any tree. If D does not satisfy the requirements,
simply skip it (note that it might be enqueued again later).
4 if Q is non-empty, repeat (3), go to the next step one Q is exhausted
5 if there is any dissatised lause left in ϕ that is neither a member of nor a neighbour to any
tree yet, jump bak to (2), starting onstrution of a new primary witness using this lause as the
root (if there are multiple andidates use the lexiographially rst one); pass on to (6) one no
dissatised non-neighbour is available anymore
STEP III: DISSECTION
Let us hereafter all a variable x overed, if there exists a witness tree T in the olletion built suh that
x ours in a lause inluded in that tree. We say that a literal is overed if the underlying variable is
overed.
6 inspet every lause of the formula that has not yet been added to any tree. Distinguish: if the
lause has any satised literal over a variable not overed by the witness olletion built,
delete it (ompletely, from the formula). If it doesn't, trunate it to ontain only literals over
overed variables. After all lauses have been proessed, only overed variables are left in the
resulting formula ϕ′.
STEP IV: LOCAL EXHAUSTIVE ENUMERATION
7 inspet the onneted omponents of G[ϕ′]. If any of them ontains at least k log(4m) variables,
anel the urrent run and restart from the beginning, sampling another preliminary assignment
α. Otherwise, enumerate all assigments for every omponent exhaustively, stop at a satisfying
one and loally replae α by that assignment.
3
lexiographially. The trees among eah other appear aording to the lexiographi ordering of their root
verties. Note that the natural ordering is exatly the one in whih the algorithm adds verties to the tree
olletion it onstruts and yet pi is fully determined by the shape of T; it is not neessary to onsider the
onstrution history.
For a lause D ∈ V (T) and a variable x ∈ var(D), we say that x is novel in D w.r.t. T if D is the rst
lause aording to pi in whih x ours. A literal is novel in a lause if the underlying variable is novel in
that lause.
Let us now dene a omposite witness W = 〈T, Vg〉 as a olletion T of vertex-disjoint witness trees
together with a set Vg ⊆ V (G[ϕ])\V (T) of extra verties suh that the following properties are satised
i. |T| > |Vg|
ii. the indued subgraph G[ϕ][V (T) ∪ Vg] is onneted
iii. every lause D ∈ V (T) ontains at least k/2 novel variables. If D is the root vertex of its tree, then
all of its k variables are novel in D.
We dene the size |W | of a omposite witness W = 〈T, Vg〉 to be |V (T)| + |Vg|.
We say that a omposite witness ours w.r.t. an assignment α, if all the novel literals that appear
along pi are dissatised by α.
Lemma 2.2. Let T0 be the olletion of witness trees that Algorithm 1 onstruts, given ϕ and α. For eah
onneted omponent C left in G[ϕ′], there is a omposite witness in G[ϕ] that ours w.r.t. α and whih
ontains all the variables in C.
Proof. Let V = var(C) be the set of variables in a given onneted omponent of G[ϕ′]. Note that by
onstrution of T0 and ϕ
′
, eah tree T ∈ T0 either lies ompletely in C and var(T ) ⊆ V or it is ompletely
disjoint, var(T ) ∩ V = ∅.
Let now T ⊆ T0 be the set of witness trees whih lie inside C. Consider the subgraph G[ϕ][V (T)]
indued by the verties of T. If this subgraph is not onneted, let us onsider all the verties that are
not part of any tree and let us greedily add some of them to Vg so as to make G[ϕ][V (T) ∪ Vg] onneted.
We add a vertex if and only if it will help to derease the number of onneted omponents, thus |Vg| is
ertainly smaller than the initial number of omponents and therefore smaller than |T|. Hene, 〈T, Vg〉
satises properties (i) and (ii) of a omposite witness.
To hek that it satises (iii), reall that the natural ordering pi is the same ordering as the one in
whih Algorithm 1 adds lauses to T. The algorithm will add a lause exlusively if there are at least k/2
not-yet-enountered variables ontained in it and all of the not-yet-enountered literals are dissatised. This
implies not only (iii), but also that the omposite witness built ours w.r.t. α. Note that the fat that
the algorithm onsiders all trees in T0 previously olleted and not only the ones in T does not inuene
whih literals are to be lassied novel sine all the trees in T0\T are ompletely disjoint in variables from
the ones in T. This onludes the argument.
Lemma 2.3. In G[ϕ], there exist at most m · (2k/2/2)u omposite witnesses of size exatly u.
Proof. We set out by the observation that there is an injetion from the set of omposite witnesses 〈T, Vg〉
of size u into the set of triples 〈T, cv , ce〉 where T is an unrooted subtree of G[ϕ] ontaining u lauses, cv is
a 3-olouring (or simply a partition into 3 lasses) of the verties V (T ) and ce a 2-olouring of the edges
E(T ). We an build suh a tree on top of the vertex set V (T) ∪ Vg by greedily adding edges to the ones
already present in T until a spanning tree of the onneted indued subgraph G[ϕ][V (T) ∪ Vg] is obtained.
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Distinguish the edges newly added from the original ones by olouring them dierently. Moreover, use cv
to distinguish the verties that originate from Vg, the root verties of the trees in T and the remainder of
the verties from one another. It is obvious that the original omposite witness an be reonstruted from
the triple. Therefore it is enough to upper bound the number of suh triples.
Aording to a simple ounting exerise by Donald Knuth [Knu69℄, the innite labelled and rooted
d-ary tree has fewer than (ed)u distint rooted subtrees of size u. Consider now the (2k/2/36)-ary suh tree.
It has fewer than (2k/2/12)u many distint rooted subtrees with u lauses. Piking any of them and piking
any vertex of G[ϕ] as the root, a subtree T of size u is fully determined: we start at the seleted root and
follow the edges that orrespond (where the orrespondene is suh that the rst hild orresponds to the
(lexiographially) rst neighbour in the graph and so forth) to the ones inluded in the seleted subtree
(onsider that G[ϕ] has maximum degree smaller than 2k/2/36). Additionally, we pik a two-olouring of
the edges and a three-olouring of the verties for whih we have in total fewer than 6u hoies. This yields
the desired upper bound.
Lemma 2.4. When sampling α u.a.r., with probability at least 1/2, no onneted omponent with k log(4m)
or more variables is left in G[ϕ′]. Therefore, the algorithm needs to jump bak no more than 2 times in the
expeted ase.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, a onneted omponent of k log(4m) or more variables implies the existene of a
omposite witness ontaining all those variables whih ours w.r.t. α. Suh a witness needs to have size
at least log(4m). Let us denote by Xu the random variable that ounts the number of omposite witnesses
of size exatly u whih our w.r.t. α. A omposite witness 〈T, Vg〉 has |T| root verties in whih eah
literal is novel and u − |Vg| − |T| verties with at least k/2 novel literals eah. This makes a total of
(u− |Vg| − |T|)
k
2 + |T|k = (u− |Vg|+ |T|)
k
2 >
uk
2 novel literals. For the witness to our it is required that
all of them be dissatised. Hene, a xed omposite witness of size u ours with probability less than
2−uk/2. Applying Lemma 2.3, this yields, by linearity of expetation, E[Xu] < m · 2
−u
. Again by linearity,
the expeted total number X of omposite witnesses of size u or larger that our w.r.t. α is bounded by
E[X] =
m∑
u=log(4m)
E[Xu] < m
(
1
2
)log(2m)
·
m−log(2m)∑
u=1
(
1
2
)u
<
1
2
.
Thene, in at least half of the ases, no suh witness ours at all.
One there are only logarithmially small omponents, it is obvious that the algorithm an enumerate
all assignments to them in polynomial time. The only thing left to prove is that this will in all ases yield
a satisfying assignment. To this end, the following lemma demonstrates that eah lause left in ϕ′ has size
at least k/2. By [KST93℄, a k/2-CNF with every variable ourring at most 2k/2/(36k) times is always
satisable. Therefore, the algorithm will nd a satisfying assignment by exhaustive enumeration.
Lemma 2.5. Every lause D ∈ ϕ′ has size |D| ≥ k/2.
Proof. Clauses an only be smaller than k if they have been trunated at some point. Assume that D is a
trunated lause. Let D0 ⊇ D be the same lause before trunation. Did D0\D ontain any satised literal,
then it would have been deleted instead of trunated, therefore all literals of D0\D are dissatised. If D
were empty, then D0 would have been made the root of a new tree, therefore D0 is in the neighbourhood of
one of the trees onstruted by the algorithm and it was therefore enqueued into Q at some point (maybe
multiple times). Consider the point in time when D0 was dequeued from Q for the very last time in
history. At that point in time, D0 had exatly the same overed and unovered variables as it has now after
termination of the algorithm (sine any new overing would have newly triggered enqueueing). And sine
all of them are dissatised, D0 having more than k/2 unovered literals would be a ontradition sine then
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it would have been added to the tree at the time of dequeueing. We onlude that D has to have size at
least k/2.
This onludes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
3 A deterministi alternative
In this setion we will show that there is nothing inherently random to the algorithm exhibited; it an be
easily derandomized. The derandomization tehnique is in omplete analogy to what Bek used in [Be91℄.
Theorem 3.1. There exists a deterministi algorithm that nds a satisfying assignment to any k-CNF ϕ
in whih no variable ours more than 2k/2/(36k) times in time polynomial in |ϕ|.
The following is a well-known fat.
Lemma 3.2. Let ψ be any CNF and let X(ψ) denote the random variable ounting the number of dissatised
lauses under an assignment sampled u.a.r. If E[X(ψ)] < 1, then ψ is satisable and a satisfying assignment
an be found in time polynomial in ψ.
Proof. Simply pik any variable x ∈ var(ψ) and have the algorithm alulate both E[X(ψ)|x=0] and
E[X(ψ)|x=1]. Sine the two values must average to E[X(ψ)] < 1, at least one of them is smaller than
1. We assign the orresponding value to x and ontinue reursively.
We shall now demonstrate that it is suient to onsider witnesses in a ertain size range to exlude
all large witnesses.
Let W = 〈T, Vg〉 and W
′ = 〈T′, V ′g〉 be omposite witnesses in ϕ. We say that W implies W
′
if for all
α for whih W ours, W ′ ours as well.
Lemma 3.3. Let u > k > 2. For every omposite witness W in ϕ with |W | ≥ u, there exists a witness W ′
in ϕ having u ≤ |W ′| ≤ (k + 1)u suh that W implies W ′.
Proof. Assume the ontrary and let, for xed u and k, W = 〈T, Vg〉 be a smallest ounterexample to the
laim, so let W be a omposite witness of size at least u whih does not imply any witness W ′ with a size
in the range u ≤ |W ′| ≤ (k + 1)u. We observe that W must be of size larger than (k + 1)u sine otherwise
W ′ =W would fulll the requirements.
Suppose Vg 6= ∅. Pik any arbitrary lause D ∈ Vg and remove it from Vg, building W
′ := 〈T, Vg\{D}〉.
If W ′ still is a omposite witness, we have found a smaller ounterexample whih is a ontradition. There-
fore it must hold that H := G[ϕ][V (T)∪Vg\{D}] is no longer onneted. By the struture of G[ϕ] and sine
D ontains exatly k variables, H annot have more than k onneted omponents of whih the largest
omponent CL must have size at least (|W | − 1)/k ≥ u. If we now selet all trees and all verties from Vg
that lie inside CL, then this onstitutes a smaller omposite witness of size at least u, whih either has the
desired properties or is a smaller ounterexample (it an easily be heked that all properties that dene a
omposite witness are preserved; most notably, the number of verties in Vg ∩ V (CL) is smaller than the
number of trees inside CL sine otherwise we would have a superuous node, removal of whih would not
disonnet the struture and hene it would have been spare in W already, ontraditing minimality).
Suppose Vg = ∅. Let us pik the very last lause in T aording to the natural ordering and let us
remove that lause from its tree (if the tree had size 1, simply delete it). By the very same argument as
before, the remainder either stays onneted or falls apart into at most k onneted omponents, the largest
of whih ontains a omposite witness of size at least u. And sine we have removed the very last lause,
all novel literals in the preserved lauses remain novel and so that witness ours as well.
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Lemma 3.4. Assoiate with every omposite witness W a lause Dϕ(W ) whih onsists of all novel literals
that our alongside the natural ordering. Let Ψj denote the set of all omposite witnesses of size exatly j
in ϕ. Build the formula
ψ :=
(k+1) log(2m)⋃
j=log(2m)
Dϕ[Ψj].
Then ψ is satisable, a satisfying assignment α to it an be found in time polynomial in |ϕ| and w.r.t. suh
an α, no omposite witness of size log(2m) or larger ours in ϕ.
Proof. Let Xj denote the random variable ounting the number of dissatised lauses in the formula Dϕ[Ψj ]
when sampling truth assignments uniformly at random. Aording to our earlier onsiderations, we have
|Ψj| < m · (2
k/2/2)j . Every witness in Ψj ontains at least jk/2 novel literals. Therefore, E[Xj ] <
2−jk/2 ·m · (2k/2/2)j = m2−j. Let now X denote the number of dissatised lauses in the formula ψ when
sampling assignments to it uniformly at random. We obtain
E[X] =
(k+1) log(2m)∑
j=log(2m)
E[Xj ] < m · 2
− log(m) ·
k log(2m)+1∑
j=1
2−j < 1.
By Lemma 3.2, ψ is satisable and a satisfying assignment to it an be found in time polynomial in |ψ|,
whih, in turn, is polynomial in |ϕ|.
Now let α be an assignment that satises ψ. Suppose there is a omposite witness W of size log(2m) or
larger in ϕ that ours w.r.t. α. By Lemma 3.3, there existsW ′ whih ours as well and for whih we have
log(2m) ≤ |W ′| ≤ (k+1) log(2m). This witness is therefore ontained in some Ψj that we enumerated and
sine α satises ψ, it satises Dϕ(W
′), so there must be at least one novel literal in W ′ whih is satised.
This ontradits ourrene of W ′.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. As in Lemma 3.4, we rst enumerate all omposite witnesses W with log(m) ≤
|W | ≤ (k + 1) log(m) and build the respetive lauses Dϕ(W ) from them, produing ψ. We solve ψ using
the designated strategy. Now that we are sure that no witness of size log(2m) or larger exists, we an
safely run the (deterministi) remainder of the algorithm desribed in Setion 2 and we will be sure that
all residual onneted omponents are of logarithmi size. This will solve ϕ in time polynomial in |ϕ|.
4 Conlusion
We have demonstrated that O(2k/2/k)-ourrene instanes of k-SAT are easy to solve.
Still, there remains a big gap between the lass of problems for whih the Loal Lemma predits
a solution and the one for whih a polynomial-time searh algorithm is known to exist. The main open
question is whether this gap an be ompletely losed or whether there is something inherently more diult
to the searh question as ompared to the existene question.
While various aspets of the present solution suggest that some natural threshold has been hit at k/2
and another slight variant of the same method will not bring about another onsiderable improvement, the
history of the problem demonstrates that onjetures of this sort ought to be treated with due septiism.
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